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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Coral LLC® to Release New Molecular Hydrogen Supplement, “CellEnergy H2”
Capsules harness the preventative and therapeutic power of H2 Gas, plus coral minerals
CARSON CITY, NV (October 1, 2015)— Coral LLC, the leading brand of coral
minerals, is set to launch Coral CellEnergy H2, a revolutionary supplement new to
the United States that brings users access to the buzzed-about benefits of molecular
hydrogen, as well as 74 bio-available coral minerals.
Molecular hydrogen (H2) – the smallest and most mobile molecule – has fast
gained significant scientific and medical attention as the subject of hundreds of
recently published articles corroborating its enormous impact on therapeutic and
preventive medicine. Offering the greatest bioavailability of any nutrient, its small size
allows it to deeply penetrate cells to eliminate free radicals at the source.
According to the Molecular Hydrogen Foundation, about 150 different disease models have been
studied in which molecular hydrogen appears to exert a beneficial effect. These include cardiovascular
disease, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, dementia, diabetes, osteoporosis, chronic inflammation,
hypertension, hyperlipidemia and many more. Additionally, many health-minded people have reported
more energy, better focus, improved physical performance and faster recovery as a result of H2 intake.
For the first time ever, Coral CellEnergy H2 combines the remarkable properties of molecular
hydrogen with essential bioavailable calcium – plus 73 other minerals – all harvested from above-sea,
EcoSafe™ coral.
“We are eager to bring to the U.S. this ground-breaking product offering vast preventative and
therapeutic potential,” said Jason DeWitt, managing partner of Coral LLC. “It’s exciting to be able to
introduce our customers to a supplement that is at the forefront of scientific research and will likely have a
huge impact on modern medicine in the future.”
Coral CellEnergy H2 will be available in October in a two-month supply (60 caplets). Visit
www.coralcalcium.com to purchase or locate a nearby retailer.
To be considered for first available samples of Coral CellEnergy H2, media may contact Stacey
at On the Horizon Communications at (805) 773-1000, or email stacey@thepressroom.com.

Coral LLC, the leading brand of coral minerals, is the original coral calcium mineral company in
the U.S., using only EcoSafe™ above-sea coral in its products. The company is located at 5576 Bighorn
Drive, Carson City, NV.

